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INTRODUCTION

Letf(x) be a real-valued continuous function defined on [-1,1] and let

n = 0, 1,2,... , (1)

be the minimum error in the Chebyshev approximation of f(x) over the set
7rn of real polynomials of degree at most n. Bernstein [1, p. 118] proved that

lim [£n(l)] lin = 0
n~oo

if and only if f(x) is the restriction to [-1, 1] of an entire function.
Letf(z) = I:::"=o anzn be an entire function and let

M(r) = max If(z)l;
Izl =r

then the order p and lower order A of f(z) are defined as [2, p. 8]:

lim sup log log M(r) = p
r~oo inf log r A

(2)

(3)

(4 )

An entire function fez) is said to be of regular growth if p = A. For
0< p < 00, the type T and lower type t of fez) are defined by

lim sup log M(r) = T
r~oo inf r O t

An entire function f(z) is said to be of perfectly regular growth if 0 < t =

1
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T < 00. For entire functions of zero order, following Shah and lshaq [8], we
define the logarithmic order p* and lower logarithmic order A* by

lim sup log log M(r) = p*
r~C1J inf log log r A* (1 ~A* ~p* ~ (0). (5)

Further, for 1 <p* < 00, the logarithmic type T* and lower logarithmic type
t* are defined by

lim sup log M(r~ = T*
r~C1J inf (log r)" t*

(0 ~ t * ~ T* ~ (0). (6)

An entire function f(z) is said to be of regular logarithmic growth if p*= A*
and of perfectly regular logarithmic growth if 1 <p* < 00 and 0 < t* =
T* < 00.

Varga [10, Theorem 1] proved that

. n log n
lIm sup I =p
n~C1J 10g[En(J)]-

(7)

satisfies 0 ~ p < 00 if and only if f(x) is the restriction to [-1, 1] of an entire
function of order p. Later, Reddy [5, 61, Juneja [4], etc., obtained some
relations between the rate of decrease of En(J) and Ian I for entire functions
of finite, zero or infinite order.

S. M. Shah ([ 7], see also an earlier paper by Seremeta referred to in [7])
introduced the notion of generalized order of entire functions, which includes
all classes of entire functions. Thus, if we put a(x) = log x, P(x) = x in (1.3)
[7, p. 316], we get the definitions of order and lower order, while if we
substitute a(x) = P(x) = log x, then we get the definitions of logarithmic and
lower logarithmic order. Shah also proved a result [7, Theorem 3] which
extends Varga's result mentioned above as well as some theorems of Reddy
[5, Theorems 1, 2A, 2B]. Recently, A. Giroux [3] considered the approx
imation of entire functions on bounded domains in the complex plane. His
main result [3, Theorem] also extends Varga's result as well as a result of
Reddy [5, Theorem 3 ].

Reddy [6, Theorems 6, 7, 11 and 121 obtained some asymptotic relations
between the Taylor coefficients an and En(J) for entire functions of regular
growth and perfectly regular growth, which are based on the following
results of Valiron [9, pp. 41-45]:

THEOREM A. A necessary and sufficient condition that an entire function
f be of regular growth is that the coefficients an's satisfy, for every t: > 0, the
inequality

for all large n, (8)
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and that there exists a strictly increasing sequence {np } ~ ofpositive integers
such that

I
. log np + I
1m = 1

P~CD log np

and

(9)

THEOREM B. An entire function f is of perfectly regular growth (p, T),
°<P < 00, °< T < 00, if and only if, given e > 0, there exists an no(e) such
that

n
-ja jP/n <T+e,
ep n

for n > no(e), (10)

and there exists a strictly increasing sequence {np } ~ ofpositive integers such
that

lim np + 1 = 1
P~CD np

and

(11 )

The proofs of Theorems 6, 7, 11 and 12 in [7] are based on the wrong
assumption that two entire functions of regular growth and same order will
have same sequence {np } of positive integers satisfying (9). Further, in
Theorems 7, 11 and 12, it is presumed that for entire functions of regular or
perfectly regular growth, the limit

1
. n log n
1m 1

n~CD log lanl
or

exists, respectively. This is also not always true. To see this, let us consider
two entire functions

CD

cos Z = L (-It z2nj(2n)!,
n=O

(j)

sinz= ~ (-Itz 2n +'j(2n+ I)!,
n=O

both of which are of perfectly regular growth, order 1 and type 1. It is clear
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from Valiron's proof of Theorem A [9, p. 41] that np = 2p for cos z while
np = 2p + 1 for sin z. Further, for cos z,

. n log n
lim sup I I 1- I = 1,
n~Cf) og an

. . n log n
lim mf I I 1- I = 0,
n~Cf) og an

etc.

It is the aim of this paper to prove the above-mentioned results of Reddy
[6] under an additional condition on En's, which yields better results. The
same type of results for entire functions of zero order have also been
obtained.

RESULTS

We now prove our results. We shaII assume throughout that the entire
functions considered have real coefficients in their Taylor series expansions.

(13)p.

THEOREM 1. Let fez) = L~=o anz" be an entire function of positive
order and regular growth. Then there exists a strictly increasing sequence
{n p } f of positive integers such that

log En
lim p = 1 (12)
p~Cf) log Ian I

p

provided En(l)/En + 1(I) forms a non-decreasing function of n for n > no·

Proof Let fez) be of order p > 0. Since En(l)/En+ 1(1) is a non
decreasing function of n for n> no, we get from Theorem 3 of Shah [7], on
substituting a(n) = log n, pen) = n,

r n log n
n~~ 10g[En(f)]-1

Further, from Theorem A stated before, there exists a strictly increasing
sequence {n p } f of positive integers such that

(14)

Hence, for given c > 0, we get from (13) and (14) the following inequalities
for p >Po(c):

np log np < log[E (I)] -I < nplog np,
p + c np p - c

np log np I I 1- 1 nplog np
-L-----=---"- < og an < .

P+c p P-c
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Hence, we have, for p >po(e),

p-e logIE"p(J)J-
1

p+e

p+e < logja" I-I < p-e'
p

which leads to (12) on taking limits as p -> 00. This proves Theorem 1.

5

THEOREM 2. Let fez) = L~=o a"zn be an entire function of per/ectly
regular growth (P, T). Then there exists a strictly increasing sequence {np} f'
ofpositive integers such that

(15)

provided En(J)/E" + I (J) forms a non-decreasing function of n for n > no·

Proof Consider the entire function

00

H(a)= L En(J)an

n=O

which is also of order p and type T/2
fJ

(see 15, Eqs. (16), (18) and (22)]).
Under the given condition on En's, we have from Theorem 3 and Lemmas
4A and 4B of Reddy [5J that

lim n[EnCf)]fJ/n = epT/2 fJ .
n..... oo

(16)

From Theorem B, there exists a strictly increasing sequence {n p }~ of positive
integers such that

lim np Ian IfJ/"p = epT.
P----+CD p

(17)

Proceeding as in Theorem 1, we get (15) from (16) and (17). This proves
Theorem 2.

In the next two theorems, we consider the asymptotic relations between
minimum Chebyshev errors of two entire functions having same order and
same type.

THEOREM 3. Let fez) = L~=O anz" and g(z) = L~=o b"zn be two entire
functions of same positive order p and regular growth. Then there exists a
strictly increasing sequence {np } f' ofpositive integers such that

lim !logE" (I)/logEn (g») = 1
p ..... co p p

(18)

provided E ,,(f)/E" + 1(I) forms a non-decreasing function of n for n > no
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(alternatively, En(g)/En+ I(g) forms a non-decreasing function of n for

n > no)'

Proof Let us consider the two entire functions

00

H(a) = L En(f) an,
n=O

00

G(a) = I En(g) an.
n=O

(19)

Then H(a) and G(a) are also of same order p and regular growth (see [5,
Eqs. (16) and (18)]). Again, from [7, Theorem 3], we have

I' n log n
n~~ 10g[En(f)] 1 = p.

From Theorem A, a strictly increasing sequence {np I~ of positive integers
exists for which

(20)

Theorem 3 now follows from (19) and (20).

THEOREM 4. Let fez) = L~=o anz n and g(z) = L~=o bnz n be two entire
functions of same perfectly regular growth (p, T). Then there exists a strict(y
increasing sequence {n p I~ ofpositive integers such that

(21 )

provided E n(f)/En + I (f) forms a non-decreasing function of n for n > no·

Proof Since fez) and g(z) are entire functions of perfectly regular
growth (P, T), H(a) and G(a), as defined before, are also entire functions of
perfectly regular growth (p, T/2 P

). From Theorem B, there exists a strictly
increasing sequence {npl of positive integers such that

(22)

The result now follows on combining (16) and (22).

Remark 1. As already mentioned, the proofs of Theorems 6, 7, 11 and
12 of [6] are based on the assumption that relations (9) and (11) hold
simultaneously for two entire functions of same order and same type (see [6,
Eqs. (21) and (24)]). That this is not always true is clear from the example
of two entire functions cos z and sin z. Hence, to complete the proofs of
these theorems, we have to take the additional condition on E n(f) in our
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Theorems 1 to 4. The additional condition imposed thus gives the strictly
increasing sequence {np I of positive integers in place of the sequence {np I
with np~ 00 as p~ 00, as given in Theorems 7, 11 and 12 [6J.

We now give some asymptotic relations between an and Eif) for entire
functions of zero order. We shall be making use of the following results,
which can be easily derived on the lines of Valiron [9, pp. 41--45):

(i) If f(z) = L::'=o GnZ
n is an entire function of logarithmic order p*

and lower logarithmic order A. *, 1 <A. * ~p* < 00, then for £ > 0 and
arbitrarily small,

(23 )

(24)

for all sufficiently large values of n. Further, there exists a strictly increasing
sequence {np If of positive integers such that

r log np + I p* - 1
1m sup 1 ~ 1 * 1

p~oo og np 1\

and

(25)

(ii) If f( z) = L::'= 0 an zn is an entire function of logarithmic order p*
(l <p* < (0), logarithmic type T* and lower logarithmic type t* (0 < t* ~
T* < (0), then, given arbitrarily small £ > 0,

[
(P* 1)) n !J/(po-I)Jla Ilin <exp - -

n p* p*T* + e
(26)

for all large values of n. Further, there exists a strictly increasing sequence
{n p If of positive integers satisfying

for which

[ (
p* 1))' n ll/(PO-I)JIa Il/n. > exp - - p ,

np p* p*t* - e .

where x I and x2 are the smallest and largest roots of the equation

(P* - 1) xP' p*x(po_1) + t*/T* = O.

We now prove

(27)

(28)

(29)
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(33 )

THEOREM 5. Let f(z) = L~=o anz n be an entire function of logarithmic
order p* and lower logarithmic order A*, 1 < A* ~ p* < 00. Then there
exists a strictly increasing sequence {npl~ ofpositive integers such that

(P*-A*) . sup 10glog[Enp(f)j-l (P*-A*)
1 - ~ 11m ' f 1 ~ 1 + (30)

A*(P*-I) p~oo III logloglan)- p*(A*-I)

provided En(f)jEn + 1(f) forms a non-decreasing function of n for n > no·

Proof Since En(f)jEn + 1(f) forms a non-decreasing function of n for
n > no, we have, from [5, Theorems 5, 6A and 6Bj,

I
' sup log n p* - 1
1m = .
n~oo inf 10g[(ljn) log {En(f)l -I] A* - 1

Hence we have for arbitrarily small e > 0 and all n >no(c),

n(p'+el!(p'+e-I) <10g[En(f)j-l <n(A'-el!(."-e-l). (31)

From (23) and (25), we have for the sequence {npl satisfying (24),

(np)(P'+el!(P'+e-ll < log !an)-I < (np)(A·-el!W- e- I ). (32)

Hence from (31) and (32), we have

(p*+e)(A*-I-e)< 10glog[En.cf)]-1 (A*-e)(p*+e-I)

(A*-e)(p*-I+e) log log Ian I-I <(p*+e)(A*-e-l)'
p

The result now follows on proceeding to limits as p ---> 00. This proves
Theorem 5.

COROLLARY 1. Let fez) = L~~o anz n be an entire function of regular
logarithmic growth and logarithmic order p* (1 <P* < (0). Then, there
exists a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers {n p}~, such that

10glog[En (f)1- 1

lim p 1 = 1
p~oo log log Ian 1-

p

and

I
, log np + 1
1m = 1

p~oo log np
(34)

provided En(f)jEn + 1(f) forms a non-decreasing function of n for n > no·

This follows immediately on taking p* = A* in the inequalities (23) to
(25) and (30).
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(35)

(36)

THEOREM 6. Let fez) = L:::='=o anzn be an entire function of logarithmic
order p*, logarithmic type T* and lower logarithmic type t*, 0 < t* ~

T* < co. Then there exists a strictly increasing sequence {np};x' of positive
integers, such that

(
t* )IIP'-I . sup log[Enp(f)]-1 (T*)I/P'-I

- ~hm. I~-
T* p~oo mf log Ian 1- t*

p

provided En(f)/En + I (f) forms a non-decreasing function of n for n > no·

The result follows on using Theorems 7, 8 and 9 of [5 J together with (26)
and (28). Hence we omit the proof.

From Theorem 2, we get, on putting T* = t*,

COROLLARY 2. Let fez) = L:::='=o anz n be an entire function of perfectly
regular logarithmic growth (p*, T*), 0 < T* < co, such that En(f)/En+I(f)
forms a non-decreasing function of n for n > no. Then, for a strictly
increasing sequence {np};x' ofpositive integers, we have

. log En (f)
hm p = 1
p~oo log Ian I

p

such that

lim np + 1 = 1.
p~oo np

(37)

Remark 2. Reddy [6, Theorem 10) proved a somewhat better result than
(35) but under the additional condition that lan/an+II also forms a non
decreasing function of n for n > no'

Remark 3. The above Corollary 2 is an extension of Theorem 1 for
entire functions of zero order.

In the end, we give two theorems, which give asymptotic relations between
the minimum Chebyshev errors of two entire functions of same logarithmic
growth.

THEOREM 7. Let fez) = L:::='=o anz n and g(z) = L:::='=o bnzn be two entire
functions of regular logarithmic growth and logarithmic order p*,
1 <p* < co. Then there exists a strictly increasing sequence {np};x' of
positive integers such that

log log[En(f»)-I
lim p =1 (38)
p~oo log log[En (g)J 1

p

provided En(f)/En + 1(f) forms a non-decreasing function of n for n > no·
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(39)

The proof of the above theorem is similar to that of Theorem 3. Here we
use Lemmas 5, 6A and 6B of [5] together with the inequalities (23) and (25)
when p* = A*.

THEOREM 8. Let f(z) = L~=o anz n and g(z) = L~=o bnz n be two entire
functions of perfectly regular logarithmic growth (p*, T*). Then there exists
a strictly increasing sequence {np } f' of positive integers such that

lim log En/f) = 1
p .... oo log En (g)

p

provided E n(f)/En + I (f) forms a non-decreasing function of n for n > no.

This follows on using the inequalities (26) and (29) for T* = t* and
Theorems 7, 8 and 9 of [5].
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